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[Abstract]

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a substrate assembling device which can

align substrates with high accuracy within a vacuum chamber without damaging the

20 substrates and can rapidly bond the substrates to each other.

SOLUTION: A single table 8 or freely attachably and detachably fastening either

one of the substrates 1A and 1B is arranged in the vacuum chamber 100 and there

are arms extending in the respective directions of X and Y at the flank sections of

the table from each of the actuators 9 and 10 arranged outside the vacuum

25 chamber. The table is adapted to be horizontally moved in the respective directions
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of X and Y and 0 via the arms by the actuation of the respective actuators and

further a pressurizing plate 27 for freely attachably and detachably fastening the

other of the substrates is arranged within the vacuum chamber. The substrate

assembling device bonds both substrates by horizontally moving the table by

5 means of the respective actuators to align the substrates to each other and moving

the pressurizing plate toward the table.
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[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] A substrate assembling apparatus which holds substrates that are to

be adhered to be faced up and down of each other, narrows a spacing while

positioning and adheres both substrates in a vacuum with an adhesive applied to

5 any one of the substrates, wherein a single table which fixes any one side of said

substrates to a surface or a lower face to be attached and detached freely is

arranged in a vacuum chamber, arms are extended in each directions of XY to the

lateral portion of said table from each of a plurality of actuators arranged on the

outside of said vacuum chamber, each arms has an edge which can be slid in the

10 lateral portion of a table to a motion of other cross directions of XY, said table can

be horizontally moved in each directions of XY and 0 through an arm by actuation

of each of said actuator, a pressurization plate which fixes another side of said

substrates to a more lower face or surface to be attached and detached freely is

arranged in said vacuum chamber to horizontally move said table by each of said

15 actuators to perform the positioning of the substrates each other, and then said

pressurization plate is moved to the direction of said table to narrow the spacing of

both of the substrates to adhere to both substrates.

[Claim 2] The substrate assembling apparatus of claim 1 , wherein the vacuum
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chamber consists of an upper chamber and a lower chamber, and said

pressurization plate or table is internally containedin the upper chamber and said

table or pressurization plate is internally containedin the lower chamber.

[Claim 3] The substrate assembling apparatus of claim 2, wherein the

5 pressurization plate or table internally contained in the upper chamber has a means

for vacuum-adsorbing said plate and a means for electrostatically adsorbing said

table.
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[Title of the invention]

SUBSTRATE ASSEMBLING DEVICE

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[Field of the Invention]

5 The present invention relates to a substrate assembling apparatus which

holds substrates to be adhered to be faced up and down each other and narrows a

spacing while positioning to adhere the substrates.

[Description of the Prior Art]

In manufacturing a liquid crystal display panel, there is a process which

10 adheres two glass substrates having mounted a transparent electrode and thin film

transistor array with an adhesive (henceforth called a sealing agent) with a spacing

closed extremely of about several \m (henceforth, the substrate after adhesion is

called a cell) to seal a liquid crystal in a space formed.

In Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. 1998-26763, there is proposed a

15 process which comprises performing a sealing of this liquid crystal to drop the liquid

crystal on the lower substrate patterned with a pattern closing a sealing agent

without forming an inlet, maintaining the upper substrate in a vaccum chamber on a

pin to arrange on the upper part, positioning an upper substrate manually, and then,
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descending the pin to contact the upper and lower substrates to performing

adhesion by pressurizing the upper and lower substrates using a pressure

difference upon contacting by by leaking a vacuum.

[Problem to be Solved by the Invention]

5 In the above-mentioned conventional process, since an upper substrate is

held on a pin to perform a positioning to a lower substrate, it is worried about that a

transparent electrode, thin film transistor array and the like mounted in the lower

face of the upper substrate may be damaged by the pin.

Although it is considerable to arrange the a lower substrate on XY6 table

10 for positioning and not to move the upper substrate, the conventional XY0 table

has a constitution that each tables of X, Y, 0 are mounted in a multistage pile,

driven individually by an actuator and moved in each directions of X, Y, 0 , suh

constitution has a problem that since the vacuum chamber is large-sized owing to

enlargement of a vertical dimension of XY0 table, and also, it takes time for

15 exhausting the gas entered through a narrow spacing of a screw hole, inter-table

connecting part and the like, it takes long time until the inside of a vacuum chamber

reaches a target degree of vacuum.

The purpose of the present invention is to provide a substrate assembling

apparatus which can perform a positioning at higher precision without damaging
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substrates in a vacuum chamber to adhere the substrates promptly.

[Means for Solving the Problem]

For achieving the above purpose, the present invention is characterized in

that it provides a substrate assembling apparatus which holds substrates to be

5 adhered to be faced up and down each other, narrows a spacing while positioning

and adheres both substrate in a vacuum with an adhesive applied to any one of the

substrates, wherein the single table which fixes any one side of said substrates to a

surface or a lower face to be attached and detached freely is arranged in a vacuum

chamber, arms are extended in each directions of XY to the lateral portion of said

10 table from each of a plurality of actuators arranged out of said vacuum chamber,

each arms are has the edge which can be slid in the lateral portion of a table to a

motion of other cross directions of XY, said table can be horizontally moved in each

directions of XY and 0 through an arm by actuation of each of said actuator, a

pressurization plate which fixes another side of said substrates to a more lower

15 face or surface to be attached and detached freely is arranged in said vacuum

chamber to move horizontally said table by each of said actuators to perform the

positioning of the substrates each other, and then said pressurization plate is

moved to the direction of said table to narrow the faced spacing of both substrates

to adhere both substrates.



[Embodiment of the Invention]

Hereafter, an embodiment of the present invention is explained based on

drawing.

In Figs. 1 to 4, a substrate assembling apparatus of the present invention

5 consists of a liquid crystal dropping part S1 and a substrate adhesion part S2 and

both parts is arranged adjacently on a stand 2. The frame 3 for supporting the

substrate adhesion part S2 is arranged on the stand 2. Also, a X stage 4 is

mounted on a surface of a stand 2. The X stage 4 can come and go in the left and

right X-axial direction in the drawing, i.e., between the liquid crystal dropping part

10 S1 and the substrate adhesion part S2 by a driving motor 5. The lower chamber 6

is fixed on the X stage 4. The ball bearing 7 is installed within the lower chamber 6

and the single (1 -stage) table 8 is installed thereon. The arm extended from two

actuators 9 fixed to a side of the lower chamber 6 is attached in the X direction of a

table 8, i.e., in a side contacted to driving motor 5. Also, although it is not shown,

15 the arm extended from two actuators 10 fixed to a side of the same lower chamber

6 is attached in a side of the Y direction perpendicular to this arm.

Fig. 3 shows an arm 9a or 10a extended from each actuators 9, 10, and the

connection part (edge) of T-shaped rail 8a of the table 8.

The table 8 is a square-shaped, T-shaped rail 8a is located in each sides in



each directions of X and Y, and rollers 9b and 10b are mounted in the edge of each

arms 9a, 10a to be located between the table 8 and T-shaped rail 8a in each side.

Therefore, when the actuator 10 is fixed, and the actuator 9 tends to move

in front and rear the arm 9a in the X direction to move the table 8 in the X direction,

5 the roller 10b of arm 10a connected to the actuator 10 is rotated so the arm 10a

slides only to the table 8 without restricting by the actuator 10 to move table 8 in the

X direction. Also, in the reversed case, the table 8 can be moved in the Y direction.

When changing the movement magnitudes of actuators 9 and 10 are changed by

only a suitable level simultaneously, the table 8 can be rotated in the 9 direction.

10 Therefore, the table 8 can be freely moved in each direction of X, Y, and 9

within the lower chamber 6 independently to the X stage 4],

The adsorption part 11 which carries lower substrate 1A is mounted on the

table 8.

The liquid crystal dropping part S1 comprises a dispenser 13 for dropping a

15 desired amount of liquid crystal agent to the lower substrate 1A held on the table

8a, a Z-axis stage 14 for moving up and down the dispenser 13, a motor 15 for

driving the Z-axis stage 14, a Y-axis stage 16 for moving perpendicularly a

dispenser 13 together with Z-axis stage 14 to a X-axis stage 4 and a motor 17 for

driving the Y-axis stage 16, and is fixed to the frame 3.



The desired amount of liquid crystal agent is dropped to an optional part on

the lower substrate 1A by moving the X stage 4 in the direction of X by the driving

motor 5 and moving the dispenser 13 in the direction of Y by the driving motor 17.

The X stage 4 which maintains a loading of the liquid crystal-dropping rear-

lower substrate 1A is moved to the lower part of the substrate adhesion part S2 by

the driving motor 5.

In the substrate adhesion part S2, the upper chamber 21 has a structure

that the pressurization plate 27 and electrostatic adsorption plate 28 within the

upper chamber 21 can move up and down independently each other. That is, the

upper chamber 21 has a housing 30 containing internally a linear bush and a

vacuum seal and moves to the up-and-down Z-axis direction by a cylinder 22 fixed

to the frame 3 by using a shaft 29 as a guide.

When the X stage 4 is moved to the substrate adhesion part S2 to descend

the upper chamber 21, a flange of the upper chamber 21 is contacted to and is

united with O ring 44 arranged around the lower chamber 6, and at tis time, it

functions as a vacuum chamber 100.

Since the housing contains internally the vacuum seal which can move up

and down without vacuum leakage to a shaft 29, although the upper chamber 21

forms and deforms the vacuum chamber 100 to the lower chamber 6. The
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deformation of the vacuum chamber can give a force given to a shaft 29 to prevent

a deformation of the pressurization plate 27 fixed to the shaft 29 to hold the

electrostatic adsorption plate 28, so the upper substrate 1 B held on the electrostatic

adsorption plate 28 and the lower substrate 1 A held on the adsorption part 11 of the

5 table 8 are maintained in parallellel to be able to adhere each other, as mentioned

hereinafter.

23 is a vacuum valve and 24 is a piping hose, and they are connected to a

vacuum source and used when decompressing the vacuum chamber to vacuum.

Also, 25 is a gas purge valve and 26 is a gas tube, and they are connected to a

10 pressure source such as N2 , a clean dry air and the like and used when returning

the vacuum chamber to atmospheric pressure.

The upper substrate 1B is held to adhere closely the lower face of the

electrostatic adsorption plate 28, hoever, the upper substrate 1 B is not held on the

electrostatic adsorption plate 28 by vacuum adsorption under atmosphere. That is,

15 41 is a joint for vacuum adsorption and 42 is a suction tube, and they are

connected to a vacuum source (not shown), and on the electrostatic adsorption

plate 28, a plurality of suction holes connected thereto is mounted.

Also, when a surrounding is an atmosphere, the electrostatic adsorption

may be used in parallel, and when an electrostatic adsorption force is high, large,
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the vacuum adjorption may be not used.

The electrostatic adsorption plate 28 is mounted on the pressurization plate

27 supported by the shaft 29 and the shaft 29 is fixed to a housing 31. The housing

31 is mounted in a linear guide 34 in the frame 3 so that the electrostatic adsorption

plate 28 can be moveb up and down. The down driving is performed by a motor 40

fixed on a frame 35 connected to the frame 3 with a bracket 38. Transmission of

driving to a nut housing 37 is performed with a ball screw 36.

The nut housing 37 is connected to the housing 31 through a load meter 33

to operate unitedly with the electrostatic adsorption plate 28 in its lower part.

Therefore, the shaft 29 is descended by the motor 40, the electrostatic

adsorption plate 28 holding the upper substrate 1B is descended, and the upper

substrate 1B is adhered closely to the upper and lower substrate 1A of the table 8

and can give a pressurization force. In this case, the load meter 33 acts as a

pressurization force sensor, and by controlling the motor 40 based on feedback

signals in order, the desired pressurization force can be applied to the upper and

lower substrates 1A, 1B.

Although, as the lower substrate 1 A is a loading of the gravity direction, it is

enough to fix a positioning by the horizontal direction pressure of a pressing roller

82 to a positioning member 81 mounted in the adsorption part 11 of the table 8 as
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shown in Fig. 4, when positioning minutely just before adhesion, since it may be

possible that the lower substrate 1B may be got wrenched or raised under an effect

that the upper substrate 1B is contacted to the sealing agent od liquid crystal agent

on the lower substrate 1A, or during decompressing the vacuum chamber 100 to

vacuum, the air entered between the lower substrate 1A and the adsorption part 11

of the table 8 is exhausted so the lower substrate 1A may be got wrenched, it is

preferable for the adsorption part 11 to have a function of electrostatic adsorption.

And, where a pin which can move to up-and-dowon Z-axial direction is mounted

and grounded on the table 8, an anti-electrification of the cell and a cell exclusion

from the table 8 after adhesion of the substrates can be performed easily.

60 shown in Fig. 4 is a resin bath which receives the descended the upper

substrate 1 B in the location slightly under the electrostatic adsorption plate 28, in

the case that the electrostatic adsorption plate 28 is vacuum-adsorbed and the

vacuum chamber is decompressed so the vacuum adsorption force is disappeared

and the upper substrate 1B is descended, and is supported in the suspended form

by the shaft 59 extended downward in the location of two opposite angles of the

upper substrate 1B. In particular, the shaft 59 is vacuum-sealed through a housing

of the upper chamber 21 so the rotation and up-and-down movement can be

performed independently.
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Next, the electrostatic adsorption plate 28 which adsorbs the substrates is

explained.

The electrostatic adsorption plate 28 is an insulating plate and has two

rectangular depression portions, and flat electrodes internally containedin each

depression portions are covered with a dielectric, and the principal plane of the

dielectric is the same plane as the lower face of the electrostatic adsorption plate

28. Each covered flat electrodes are connected to the direct current power source

of positive/negative(+/-) through the proper switch, respectively.

Therefore, when the positive/negative voltage is applied to each flat

electrodes, a negative or the positive charge is induced to the principal plane of the

dielectric which is the same plane as the lower face the electrostatic adsorption

plate 28 so the upper substrate 1B is adsorbed electrostatically by Coulomb force

generated between the transparent electrode film and the upper substrate 1B by

these charges. The voltages applied to each flat electrodes may be the same pole,

or dipole different each other.

Next, a process which adheres the substrates with the substrate

assembling apparatus of the present invention is explained.

First, in the liquid crystal dropping part S1, a jig holding the upper substrate

1B is loaded in the adsorption part 11 of the table 8 and the X stage 4 is moved to
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the substrate adhesion part S2 by a driving motor 5. Then, the a pressurization

plate 27 or the electrostatic adsorption plate 28 is discended through a shaft 29 by

the motor 40 to adsorbe in vacuum the upper substrate 1B and raise to the motor

40, and the upper substrate 1 B is made into a standby condition.

The X stage 4 returnes to the liquid crystal dropping part S1, the empty jig is

removed, the lower substrate 1A is loaded on the table 8, nd as shown in Fig. 4, by

pressing in the horizontal direction by the prssing roller 82 to the positioning

member 81, a desired position is fixed and maintained.

Although not shown in Fig. 2, there is a dispenser which withdraws the

sealing agent in the Y-axis stage 14, and when withdrawing the sealing agent while

moving the lower substrate 1A in the X direction and the sealing agent dispenser in

the Y direction of by the driving motor 5, the sealing agent can be patterned in the

pattern closed on the lower substrate 1 A.

Then, the liquid crystal agent is dropped on the lower substrate 1A from the

dispenser 13. In this case, the sealing agent becomes a dam and the dropped

liquid crystal agent is not swept away.

Next, the X stage 4 is moved to the substrate adhesion part S2, the upper

chamber 21 is discended to a cylinder 22 to contact its flange to O ring 44, and the

vacuum chamber 100 is formed with the lower chamber 10 as shown in Fig. 1

.
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And, the vacuum valve 23 is opened to decompress the inside of the

vacuum chamber 100.

Since the table 8 has a single configuration, this decompression has no

problem that air is leaked from a fine part with complicated constitution by a

conventional multistage pile, and reaches a desired degree of vacuum promptly

Since the upper substrate 1B is in the state cacuum-adsorbed to the

electrostatic adsorption plate 28 upon decompressing, when the the

decompression is progressed to proceed with the vacuation within the chamber, the

vacuum adsorption force which was acting on the upper substrate 1B is

disappeared so the the upper substrate 1B is discended by it self-weight. The

discended substrate is received in the resin bath 60 as shown in Fig.4 and is held

in the location slightly under of the electrostatic adsorption plate 28 as shown in

Fig. 5.

At the time that the vacuum chamber 100 becomes a vacuum sufficiently, a

voltage is applied to the electrostatic adsorption plate 28 and the upper substrate

1B of the resin bath 60 is sucked in and maintained in the electrostatic adsorption

plate 28 by Coulomb force.

In this case, since it is already a vacuum, air is not remained between the

electrostatic adsorption plate 28 and the upper substrate 1B, and when the air
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escapes, the upper substrate 1B is not be got wrenched. It is more important that

the upper substrate 1B is adhered closely to the electrostatic adsorption plate 28,

without intervening air therebetween. Accordingly, a discharging is not generated

with an induction charge.

When the discharging is generated in the state of remaining with, the air

may be extended to separate the upper substrate 1B from the electrostatic

adsorption plate 28 or destroy the pattern on the upper substrate 1B
t
however,

according to the embodiment of the present invention, since air is not remained,

such abnormal circumstances are not occurred.

Thereafter, the shaft 59 is discended by a rise-and-fall actuator, and then,

the shaft 59 is rotated by a rotation actuator so that the resin bath 60 does not block

the adhesion of both the upper and lower substrates 1A, 1B, and thereafter, the

pressurization plate 27 is discended by the motor 40 to control the motor 40 while

measuring a pressurization force with a load meter 33 to adhere both the upper and

lower substrates 1A, 1B in a desired spacing.

In this case, since the upper substrate 1B is adhered closely to the

electrostatic adsorption plate 28 so the center part is not hung down, the spacer in

a liquid crystal agent has adversely effected, or the positioning of substrates each

other does not become impossible. Also, since both the upper and lower substrates
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1 A, 1B are maintained in parallel and are suitable for pressurization, there is no

possibility that a leak part in the joint by the sealing agent and throwing awy it, and

also while sealing the liquid crystal agent between both the upper and lower

substrates 1A, 1B, the outer air is not invaded to form a void and block a display

function.

As shown in Fig. 5 R > 5, the positioning of both the upper and lower

substrates 1A, 1B is performed at higher precision, by reading the positioning mark

mounted in each upper and lower substrates 1A, 1B by the image recognition

camera 32 mounted on the shaft 29 from a perforation 21a formed in the upper

chamber 21 to measure a location by the image processing and moving minuately

the table 8 by the actuators 9, 10. In this case, in this minute movement positioning

that is damaged since both the upper and lower substrates 1A, 1B are held without

contacting the opposed faces which can be adhered with anything, since the table 8

is in the vacuum chamber 100 and the upper and lower chambers 6, 21 are not

moved, the degree of vacuum in the vacuum chamber 100 can be maintain.

When the adhesion is completed, the vacuum valve 23 is closed and the

gas purge valve 25 is opened to suppy N2 or a clean dried air into the vacuum

chamber 100, return to an atmospheric pressure, and thereafter, the gas purge

valve 25 is closed, the upper chamber 21 is raised to the cylinder 22 to return the X
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stage 4 to the liquid crystal dropping part S1 and a cell is removed from the table 8

to prepare for next adhesion.

Then, since the cell after adhesion may be charged, after carrying out

electric discharge processing such as contacting the grounded electric discharging

5 bar or applying ion wind, it is good to remove the cell from the table 8. In the cell

removed from the table 8, the sealing agent is hardened with a downstream UV

light irradiation device, a heating device and the like.

In the above embodiment, since the adhesion is performed immediately

after withdrawing a sealing agent and dropping liquid crystal, the production yield

10 can be improved since it is very difficult for a dust to be deposited on the

substrates. Also, since the X stage 4 can be used for conveying the upper substrate

1B into the vacuum chamber 100 of upper substrate 1B, the miniaturization of the

apparatus is devised. Also, as the X stage 4 is used as a single stage, the volume

in a vacuum chamber can be minimized, wherby a target degree of vacuum can be

15 reached promptly.

The present invention is not limited to the above-mentioned embodiment

and may be carried out as follows.

(1 ) The supply of the upper substrate 1B to the electrostatic adsorption plate

28 may be carried out by mounting on X stage a plurality of resin baths
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(corresponding to the resin bath 60 of Fig. 4) which can be expanded and

contracted in the up-and-dpwn direction, receiving the upper substrate 1B on the

plurality of resin baths when the X stage 4 is in the liquid crystal dropping part S1

and moving the X stage 4 to the substrate adhesion part S2.

(2) The suction adsorption to the electrostatic adsorption plate 28 may be

carried out directly from a robot hand.

(3) The resin bath mounted on the X stage 4 explained in the above (1) may

receive the upper substrate 1B discended when the decompression is proceeded

with.

(4) It is allowed to press the upper substrate 1B to the electrostatic

adsorption plate 28 before the upper substrate 1B is discended to the resin bath of

Fig. 4 or the resin bath mounted on the X stage 4 explained in the above (1),

proceeding with the decompression in the state of sucking and adsorbing to the

electrostatic adsorption plate 28 and changing to the electrostatic adsorption. In this

case, the air between the upper substrate 1B and the electrostatic adsorption plate

28 can be exhausted with decompression, by making the upper substrate 1 B not to

be adhered closely to the electrostatic adsorption plate 28 physically.

(5) Using the resin bath of Fig. 4 or the resin bath mounted on the X stage 4

explained in the above (1), the upper substrate 1B is held in the location slightly
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apart from the electrostatic adsorption plate 28, and the electrostatic adsorption

may be performed during the decompression is proceeded with without a vacuum

adsorption.

(6) Although two angular portions (two corners which constitute an opposite

angle) of the upper substrate 1B are held by the resin bath in Fig. 4, it is allowed

that four angular portions (four corners) of the upper substrate 1B are held, or four

sides of the upper substrate 1B or two longitudinal sides or two width sides is held

by a proper means.

(7) Since it is enough for arms 9a, 10a and a table 8 to move

perpendicularly to a mounted direction of arms 9a, 10a, things which is slidable

easily such as Teflon and the like, instead of the rollers 9b, 10b fixed to arms 9a,

10a, may be used for the connection part of arms 9a, 10a and a table 8,.

(8) Since it is enough for the table 8 is slidable within the lower chamber 6,

where Teflon (registered trademark) and the like is adhered to the lower face of the

table 8, a ball bearing may be omitted.

(9) Although the illustrated embodiment is explained that the table 8 is in a

side of the lower chamber and the pressurization plate 27 is in a side of the upper

chamber, and the pressurization plate 27 is discended to adhere both substrates,

inversely, it is allowed that the table 8 is in a side of the upper chamber side and the
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pressurization plate 27 is in a side of the lower chamber and the lower substrate is

raised to the upper substrate. In this case, the image recognition camera is in a

side lower chamber, and the table 8 of a side of the upper chamber is moved

minutely and the positioning is performed.

(10) It is applicable to the adhesion of the substrate, in addition to the

manufacture of a liquid crystal display panel.

[Effect of the Invention]

As explained above, according to the present invention, the positioning is

performed at higher precision without damaging the substrates in the vacuum

chamber, and the adhesion can be performed quickly.
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[Brief Description of the Drawings]

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of the substrate assembling apparatus which

represents an embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 2 is a drawing showing the situation when opening the vacuum

chamber of the substrate assembling apparatus shown in Fig. 1 to set each upper

and lower substrates to be adhered each other.

Fig. 3 is a drawing showing the constitution of the table of the substrate

assembling apparatus shown in Fig. 1 and the arm for moving horizontally the table.

Fig. 4 is a perspective view showing the situation of holding the upper

substrate on the resin bath within the vacuum chamber.

Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional view of the main portions showing the situation of

performing the positioning of the upper and lower substrates within a vacuum

chamber.

[Meaning of numerical symbols in the drawings]

S2: Substrate adhesion part 1 A: Lower substrate

1 B: Upper substrate 6: Lower chamber
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8: Table

9, 10: Actuator

9b, 10b: Roller

23: Vacuum valve

28: Electrostatic adsorption plate

8a: T-shaped rail

9a, 10a: Arm

21: Upper Chamber

27: Pressurization plate

100: Vacuum Chamber
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mmzmbx. ^tifrvmmzmtzmmiizx on
g.*x'mmmm^it&&w&$£iWizto^x . ±m

-tfrSm-Or--^/^SESf*^yA'rtfc:EH^ii. I£X

Sf-v y;WfcES LfcS»<or 9f-*x-

^

^Mer-y/^pjffiS^xYco^rsi^^r-A
is#r--A«xYco55ii'rsfl!!^*i*i^»*^

WLTttr-T'/KOffllffiSfcrfcv^TX^^ H Lf**«S
Sr^t. Mffir-7VMiMie#T^^aX-^<7)Si^
i 0T-A £ft LT X Yfci:^<9co#*^tc:7jc^a) L

Vkhhloiz^Xte*). §fe(cTH4feii±ffit±ie

y^'rtIcK^fU M2r--r;USrB«ie#T^^jLX

«v^UnE«S:r-^;K0*|fi]fc:8»S*. MSK^W

hztizhz.
[0008]

m^ximti.
[ 0 0 0 9 ] HI 1 T&mA iz&^X . *«BBtc*SSS
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ixttnxmnfoiz. wh, sssrss i tmvm
^S2IB*1»r*&J:3fc*->Tt*&. XXf-y

6finii^KT y yynm^xh o . ^o±tcte
#- ( ISAM) <Ox-^83MB«LT*ft. r-7'
;u8<ox*i6]. ttch-h* mm^-fsizmttzmwiz

fcfct 3b<T^ jry>'<6o»cii^$ii^2{i^r
^f-aX-* i 0*»fefftfLfcT-AMROWtT*
6.

[00 103 m3\i*tl?tl<?>m~^-*9, 10
frhWlfitcT-&9 aifcli 1 0ahf-7>8OT-t

[00 11] r-^8tt*»C*0. X, Y**Hfc

t^7-A9a, 10aO38Sfco-79b, 10b
7'/U8 h ^ix^oOffiglSKfc it *>T^Ku -/u

Sa^HfcftBtS-fcdfci: 9ottT&&.
[ooi23t^oT. r^fjtx-^

i

o(±^t\ 7

r;U8S:X*|6Hc»|ft$^J:9fctS*^. 7^f*i
1 0£«S£*l*:7-A 1 0 1 0 bit®

tetZZttzX^X. f-7>8i:7^10aliX7
-f K-f*fc"lfC77?-*x-* 1 0<0«5g£®ti\ r
-77U8^X^tCf»$-^^<lh^T'^l) 0 *fc, »
co^WiT-^SSY^tcSliiS^^cit^-C*
6* 7?t^x-?9, 1 0c7)ffmt£[6]B#k:

Mttl«B*£fc»^ x-7/U8£0#fifcl§ieStf

[00 13] btr-7>8li. X7f-^4^ra
(cTf-vyA*6rtT*i*fc:x, YtJitf^o**i&j«c»

[0014] r-TVUSifctiTSK 1 AfcSttT&®

[0015] SfliSTSS 1 fcL f-r;U8(cRft$ix

14, ffl^lEirf*^-? 1 5,

Stfifc^YflXr-s/'l 6fc£ft«:KSirfS^E-?
17fcT*tt*§*l. 7U-A3C@£$ivO*& #

[00 16] XXr-y4*ffiftt~^5(CJ:0X*-[fi]

fc. T^X^y^l 3£»e-:?l 7tiOY*|6i(c

[0017] fe^Tf^TSl 1 ASfSStftftLfcX

[0018] ««Ettfr«S2-Cli. lftyA2 1^
ortsoade^ 2 7 at^sitome 2 8 1#«i«ua

A2 Hi. 'J^7/7 y^ 11^^-/l/^rtlL^A^

7 1/—a 3 £H£$ y y y/ 2 2 ci 0±to zu

[0019] X^f-y4^1»^S 2{zmhLX

CKKLT*&oyy^44fc:±f-*yA2 KDyyy

[00 20] >\Wy730\i* ±^*yA2l#Tf*
*yrt6tM&.1-*yj<l 0 0£MtfLLX$mLXi>.
y^7h2 9\ZtiLU&mtlZmZLtt^X'±Tm*Jf&

%M£i'-Jl'ZftmLX^$><?>X\ XSfr*yti0&gB
tfis\yY29lz5-thttmLirhZttfX'*. is*

7 h 2 9fc@g£;hJ»«S»«2 8£££L«inE&2
7 do®g*ni(3:i»jhT'# . a»t 4 J: 3 «fwmm. 2

8k:fi«fSii3t±«fiiBkT-7';u80»*ai He
Rft£*tfcT£«l Afc<OW£SoTB9£*#^i8

[002 1] 2 3(iKS^/U7\ 2 4tiffi«*-XT\

XM-i/V\>7\ 2 6li#Xf-.x-7'T\ N 2*7'J-
yK74x7-3^E:fcfiC»K3*u zti^m^
* yrtij^trntmamztLh 0

[0022] ±.mU 1 B«iSf«»*«2 8<0TBfc:««

T*»BiR*S2 8t«fip§^cJ:^*c«:oTV^. SP

4 1 *i*S«#ffl«* , 4 2\$mfrjL-7X"fo

0. 0*LTt^^*S«t:Sa3ii. »««*«2 8

ffittt. ^Mzr>whm.<r>m\vjfm t>tix^

[0023]^. mw*swm&. t

[0024] If««*fi28(i^-V7 h 2 9T^$il
fcWE«2 7fcKW*tfe*irfeO. ^7h2 9liA«)

A3*c*tLxy-rxr>f H3 4t*ww^. »ts«*
^28«i±T» pTffiifliitCioT^4 . *OJiTlgilJ

(27 3 kOi^^7 U-A 3 5 «v h 3

8-CHS$tl^ :e-^4 01CJ: 0^79 o IB»Og«ii#
-;Utat3 6k-^7 hA^yy^3 7T'^T§tL4.
[0025]^-/ h^^^»^3 7ttW»t3 3 $:^L

X'^iSyfS 1 toWO, -E-OT»^)»tSi»*fi2
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[00 2 6] ftoT. ;e-^4 0CJ:oT^7h29
trm l . ±mi 1 b ?:«»l^»««*K2 8#tr

X. tuE.1)$:S§-lhZkC0X£htt&k%~yX\*&. <!

[0027] 1 AimillTft<7>f§®%<7)X\ H4
fcStf- J: o (Cr-^/U8(OiR3taj 1 1 fcrS*t^fi**^

SW8 1 tlWo-^8 2fci:**T*rtr^)ffft»(c

J: hmmy<rm^x^%xhI*\ ftS 9

tt'Ws)«8^)RL ±»«1 B^TlfilAiOyHl,

1 1 fccOHtcAOa^^^Sa^fTTSSl A/^

k . 0 £hitmcD-t)Ucr)^m± kx~7> 8

[ 0 0 2 8 3 d4 (C^"T6 0(i s »«IR*K2 8#K£

;LT_LS« 1 BaWST** S «fmpRt$t 2 8«0«j&»

T^ft^T*£ttit^S£jlJRT\ Jb£«l B?)2»0*f

^>><2\W\Vi/>7*ftLXW&i'-!l'Zixxm
fifc ±T»»#ffliALTT* & <fc a KS: -»T t .

[ 0 0 2 9 ] ifcfc . ^*(K*t*INE8*«2 8to

[0030] ff 2 8 ttffe$i$30&T'£> 0

.

*im.wx'm^xz<nmmk<n±mmm®M®.2 s<n

Tmtm-wmizz^x^h. wt>&ttitiz*FSWi

mztix^h.
i

o

o 3 1 j m->x. ^wm^mi^itncomE
mDuZti&t. »tt«««2 8coTffifcH-3Fffifc:4

^r v^t^m^oi®teah h \^lEcommnm$
*u *tibmmz£^x±mmB<omimw&t<7)®

&^ummzm\ithmmmmx'i>£^izti?tim

i o o 3 2 3 mz. *mm±mx'smm%h#
*xn£-o\,*xtnmz.
[0033] jfrf, SfaSTSS 1 (CiS^T.

m&:-9 5X'XAT-i?4 ££«K^S 2fc#S&$

iM>. *CT'*-*4 0£J:9:/*7h2 9Hi-l/tin

E«2 7*»««*«2 8£RT*tf. ±S«1B£X
&mzitxfrt>*:-fi4ox±.a2#x. tmuiB

[00 34] XXf-y4iiIfl

B
Brasn;Iot,

mzKc^tzfemWZtl. T-7fr8±.£TWR 1 A£
*s«u m4iz^ioiz{jLWktbmt8 1 i:»«-D-

[0035] H2«C««LTV^»r^ YiXf-y'l

«SlA±(c^o-X (BBS) Lfc^-y-C^-zWH

[003 6] *<0Sl fa^fl3HI0
Ba^T

[0037] ate. XXf-y'4 £S«lte»S 2«2
S/ ,J^'2 2r±^yy\'2 lfcfcTS*. *

(7)77y^^o>jy^4 4(mg$^r. HitfUo

[00 383 ZLX. «£^>72 3£§BftLTK£f-
tVA'l 0 0Pf^^MJELTV^< o

[0039] d<7)«EE(ir-X;l-8*^-fili«T&^^

mmmizmmth.
[0040 3 z<owsmaz±mL i mnmmwi2 s
lzMm.%$ titztfBlzto X^h<7)X\ mEEtfMA,?

^y^co^mwMiLxx^imm 1 siz^m
ix^tiMsmt^mixm . ±s«i B^aa-c
&Tf£. ^tl$:ll4 t^J: 3 ^±/i\6 0X'%V±
tbX , H 5 (cSrTJ: o t»tt«#S 2 SOM^^T^fiM

[004 1 3 mSf-r >A100 rt#*#Jlffifc:4-9fc

«jfi"C, 2 8 (cmE^ EPSflLT^iJH 6 0±
co±ski Kmmmmmsiz?-uyftx'm\$m

[00423 ^nm-s. mzw£iz%->x^h<?>x\ m
wmu 2stkm* i B<m\zmjmh x^Kczt
i±m^i. tn^tfmf&tztzimLi &tf®z>z

<. ifw&mm8!,z±MmiBtfmix^hzkX'
hh. zcoKtb. imwMX'ttmzmith z t

[0043] £%%mLt:£tfi&t:4LlZ>k£9WB
SL. ±Sfil BS:B««#«2 83&^ilMtS-tf:fcO.

±Sfil B±W^-ySrK«tS^^3&«*S^
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[0044] *C08L ^7^fx^t'yA'7h59

mes-fr. «jUi\6o#±ths«i a. ib<oko£

«E2 7«:ftTSi!\ IMtt3 3TMEaMWLoo*
^4 0SriH»LT±TP««lA f 1 B^ftaiaiffic

[0045] ZCOm&. 1MWLI B 2 8fc

«1A, lB*¥fT«t»LTanEELTKD^*>«

* dSftliSK . ?gH™^±TM^ 1 A, 1 BBtcffi

*fC& £ k k bW«W«ftA LT tf4 F SrSA LSiflH

tS£H#**£kt>arK
[0046] ±THS«1 A, 1 B<o&H£*rt«;L H
Sfc^Ji-Sfc:. Jbf-vyA2 1 fcI«tfcSSJ62 1 a

Hx+7h29 fcRttfcMBOfeM 7 3 2T±T#
ifilA, lBtWttitTV^fia^iHi-e-^SrR

?^x-?9. 10fcJ:9adBlS*T. JS»«4tiB
^*>^*to. JLTWffiKlA. lBttBSO

1 o o nnssssmsth z t a*c* h.

[ 0 0 4 7 ] U 0 Sbitmi-fh k . vl/ 7' 2 3

oorttN,^y-yK5-fxr-SftiftL, *^E

2 2T'±^WN'2 1Sr±#$*. XXf-y4^$a
H
Q

ST*S lfcKLT. r-7M/8fr&*/UfcttLfc^K

[0048] 1ZX\ IS£tt^/Wi«»LTV**»£

^ir^^-TkS^. r-r;U8*^^L^-k/mTS
^U V XfBStaa^MSKC^k"C^-;HB3WM: $ ft

[0049] J^MMKBtftL x-/WHfcDtaS LT

£>t; s XXr-y'4 ^-l-^xf-yi:th^t X\ M

[0050] *wmmMWLtzmmm\<zmh-f.

[005 1 ] ( 1 ) ±«R 1 B(0»«ijR3f«2
f&«. X^r-^4(c±T*r&]^^^T^S^g±
JR (H4<9§itm6 0ffl^cO*><7)) «:Wtr*jv^r. x

xf-5/'4#JBBiS(T«S lfcft6fc#t:*Oimo«
jlJlLLfcJUS* 1 B*B*T , XXf-y'4 ^IS^a
fflS2t»»S-fr^J:'3CLTfcJ:^.

[0052] ( 2 ) D,f 7 WW Kfr^nHNHMHE
2 8«HW»S*TfcJ:lr\
[00533 ( 3 ) ±lfi ( 1 )

£R»*:£jfcJiVe\ SEfftfJi&BHarF+SJ^Kl B

[0054 3 (4) H 4 co^it/ft 6 0^±f£ ( 1 ) TR
WLfcX*x-^4fcRttfc£jljRt\ ±S«1 BsWS

TTMRUdWl B«MWM«2 8fcffLWtr*J
ivt. »*f»#S2 8t:«§l«#StLfe«S)&^aES:

fc_h*Kl BjWBW«tR2 8fcWL"0**kv^£
k ^XdtzLX&KZb X\ 1 B

k

fi 2 sam^m^w&t t h fcitsftt* - k#r

s

[0055] { 5 ) H4<0gibft6 0^±|g ( 1 ) TIB

«R*K2 8^fefiW*«cWifeffiiBfc:«»tT*J^T.

[0056] (6) H4T1i^ihm60{Cj:0±^l
B<02ffltf)ftS («A*»*«2Bl) fefiWLT^S
*\ ±aHRlB^4fflOft«» (4H) feflWLfcO, ±
S«l Bc04ffli>SV^ig^*|fi]^23flife(iS*|SlcO

2ffi£«S5r#KT*«l$-r6 ^ 3 tc LT L «fc l\

[0057] (7)7-A9a, 10akr-7"^8k
<Ommm&. 7»A9a, lOatf-7'/U8^7-
A9a, 10a<OJR9Wt*^WLTi^fc:S»T^
WffiVW,7-A9a, 10a«tl)D-7 9

b, lObtftfWfc. 0iEt^<Tb. T7ny^k^

[0058] (8) r-7>8«iT^-vyA"6rttif

^

[0059] < 9 ) i^Siii, r-^8
ft^ia, lwE«2 7S±^yAHkL. JnE

«2 7*BT$*TMS«S:fi!iO^Sfc^fc:ov^iK
tcomz. x~7>8^_h-f^y^'PJk

jDE«2 7?:T^>^I'JkL. TSKS±S«fc:»L

c7)X?^7«iTf-^w<fflk t. ±^-vW^iJc0r-7VU
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[0060] ( io ) m£h&K>^wwmmxtc <

.

[006 1]

[di ] *mn-mmmz*tm&®±imv>®%i

mxhh.
[d 2 ] ® 1 IZ* VA'^I

[113 3 H 1 tc^L^^^l^r-7>hC:ii$:

im5 3 m^^yA^r±TS^fil^-ti-^tT3

[ImF^coI^^]

S2
1A TS«
IB

6 Tf-vyA
8 t— ~ff\/

8 a T^#P-/U
9, 10 7?^X-?
9a, 10a T-A
9b, 10b U—

7

2 1 iftVA'
2 3 H&i^rf
2 7 fluffs

2 8

100 I^f^A'

113 [02]
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3W««r*Wiftllft5TB2# B£r

F^-A(##) 2H088 FA01 FA16 FA24 FA30 HA01

MA20

2H090 JB02 JC12

5G435 AA17 BB12 CC09 KK05 KK10


